Abstract

The associations between socioeconomic status (SES) and tobacco use, alcohol consumption and drug use are poorly understood in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Background:

To measure education- and wealth-related inequalities in cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption in Kermanshah Province, Islamic Republic of Iran. Results:

Cigarette smoking was concentrated among less-educated and less-wealthy men and women. Similarly, illicit drug use was concentrated among lower-SES men. In contrast, hookah smoking and alcohol consumption were more prevalent among higher-SES men.

Conclusions:

There were education- and wealth-related inequalities in tobacco, alcohol and illicit drug use in the west of the Republic of Iran. Future studies should aim to identify...
Introduction

Tobacco use, excessive alcohol consumption and illicit drug use have a negative impact on society, health systems and human development (1,2). There are substantial social and economic costs associated with the use of these substances globally. For example, the annual cost of alcohol use in the United States of America (USA) is estimated to be US$ 185 billion and US$ 181 billion for illicit drugs and substance abuse, respectively (1,3). Drug and alcohol use in the Islamic Republic of Iran is responsible for 7.7 and 0.16 deaths per 100,000 population in men and 0.62 and 0.02 in women, respectively (4). Smoking also imposes a considerable burden on health systems and societies (5–6), and is well documented in the Islamic Republic of Iran (7–9). For example, a study by Rezaei and colleagues (9) demonstrated that the total economic cost of the 3 most common smoking-attributable diseases, namely lung cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and ischaemic heart disease, in the Islamic Republic of Iran was US$ 1.46 billion in 2014, including US$ 1.05 billion (71.7%) indirect and US$ 0.41 billion (28.3%) direct costs.

The relationships between socioeconomic status (SES) of individuals (e.g., income, wealth, educational attainment and occupational status) and health status and risky health behaviour are well documented. Socioeconomic-related inequalities in health and risky health behaviour are considered serious and persistent health policy concerns in all countries, regardless of their development status (10–11). Socioeconomic-related inequalities in risky health behaviour such as smoking and alcohol consumption have been investigated in some countries (12–13). However, the association between substance use and SES is poorly understood in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Measuring inequalities in risky health behaviour such as smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption can provide useful information for health policy-makers to identify populations at risk of higher substance use and suggest interventions that will lead to healthier lifestyles.

In this study, we aimed to quantify education- and wealth-related inequalities in cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, illicit drug use and hookah smoking using relative concentration index (RC) and absolute concentration index (AC) in Kermanshah Province in West Islamic Republic of Iran. The results of this study will help to identify the most appropriate socioeconomic groups for possible interventions to reduce the prevalence of substance use in the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Methods

Study setting and sample

This study focused on Ravansar County in Kermanshah Province, located in the western region of the Islamic Republic of Iran, close to the Iraqi border. The population consisted mainly of Iranian Kurds. The County had 3 urban healthcare centres, 2 rural healthcare centres and 32 active local health houses in rural areas. In this cross-sectional study, we used data from the Ravansar Noncommunicable Disease (RaNCD) cohort study. That study was 1 of 17 Prospective Epidemiological Research Studies in Iran (PERSIAN) cohort studies of Iranian adults. All PERSIAN cohort studies were established and conducted with the support and coordination of the Digestive Disease Research Institute and Ministry of Health and Medical Education to collect valuable information about NCDs from Iranian adults aged ≥ 35 years. More information about PERSIAN cohort studies is available at http://persiancohort.com/. A total of 10,015 adults (aged 35–65 years) were surveyed between 2014 and 2016 in the RaNCD cohort study. The survey collected information on the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, smoking status, hookah smoking, alcohol consumption and illicit drug use of the participants in the study.

Study variables

The variables of interest were binary variables for cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption. The cigarette smoking variable was identified using the question “Do you currently smoke at least 1 cigarette per day and have smoked 100 and more cigarettes in your lifetime?”. The illicit drug use variable was derived from the question “Have you used any illicit drug (cannabis, opium, morphine or heroin) in your lifetime?”. The alcohol consumption variable was based on the question “Have you consumed alcohol in your lifetime?”. The hookah smoking variable was constructed using the question “Have you smoked hookah in your lifetime?”. We created a binary variable for each of the outcome variables if the participant answered “yes” to the relevant questions, and 0 otherwise. We analysed socioeconomic inequalities in 4 variables of interest based on years of education and a wealth index (WI) as the two indicators of SES. WI was constructed using principal component analysis, based on information collected in the RaNCD study on household goods.

Statistical analysis

We used the concentration index approach to measure education- and wealth-related inequalities for cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption among adults in Ravansar County. We measured both relative and absolute measures of concentration index to quantify education- and wealth-related inequalities in cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption.

RC was calculated based on the concentration curve. The y axis showed the cumulative percentage of health variables (cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption) and the x axis presented the cumulative percentage of population ordered based on SES (e.g., years of education or wealth index). RC was defined as twice the area between the concentration curve and the line of perfect equality, and the value ranged between -1 and +1. If RC was negative (positive), it indicated that the health variable was concentrated among socioeconomically disadvantaged (advantaged) people, and the curve lay above (under) the line of perfect equality (14). The 0 value of the index suggested perfect equality. We used the convenient regression method to calculate RC as follows:

\[ 2\sigma \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \right) = \mu + \Psi \varepsilon_i + \varepsilon_i \]

where \( y_i \) denotes the outcome variable (e.g., cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use or alcohol consumption) for individual i; \( \mu \) shows the mean of the health variable; where y
represents the variance of fractional rank; and $\varphi$ represents RC (15), is the fractional rank of individual $i$. $r$ for the sample; $\sigma^2$ represents the variance of fractional rank; and $\varphi$ represents RC (15).

Since the outcome variables in the study were binary, as per Wagstaff's suggestion (16), we normalized RC and reported normalized relative concentration index, $RC_n = \frac{RC}{1-\mu}$, where $\mu$ represents the proportion of health variable in the sample. We also used the modified absolute concentration index ($AC_m = 4\mu \times RC$) suggested by Erreygers (17), to report absolute education- and wealth-related inequalities. Similar to $RC_n$, $AC_m$ ranged between -1 and +1, with the value of 0 indicating perfect equality. If the sign of this index was positive (negative), the outcome variable was concentrated among higher (lower) SES people. The data analysis was performed using Stata version 12 statistical software (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA). $P < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

Ethical statement

Written informed consent was obtained from each participant after explaining the purpose of the study. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Deputy of Research at Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences (KUMS.REC.1394.315). Each participant was given the right to terminate the data collection process at any point. Those who did not provide consent to participate in the study were excluded from data collection.

Results

Descriptive results

A total of 10,015 adults aged 35-65 years participated in the study, of whom 5,271 (52.6%) were women and 4,744 (47.4%) were men. The mean age of all respondents was 47.3 (standard deviation; 8.3) years: 47 (8.1) years for men and 47.5 (8.4) years for women. Most the study population was married (90.2%). The descriptive characteristics of the participants included in the study according to sex are presented in Table 1. The overall cigarette smoking prevalence was 11.9% [95% confidence interval (CI): 11.3–12.6%]. The prevalence of hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption was 3.7% (3.3–4%), 3.0% (2.7–3.3%), and 6.3% (5.8–6.8%), respectively. The prevalence of cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption were significantly higher among male than female participants ($P < 0.001$). There were 1,082 (22.8; 21.6–24%) men who were current smokers, compared with 115 (2.2%; 1.8–2.6%) women. The prevalence of hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption among men was 7.1% (6.3–7.8%), 6.1% (5.5–6.8%), and 13.2% (12.3–14.2%), respectively. The corresponding figures among women were 0.6% (0.4–0.8%), 0.2% (0.08–0.3%), and 0.1% (0.02–0.2%).

Socioeconomic-related inequalities

reports education- and wealth-related inequalities in cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption for men and women. Based on the RC Table 2 and AC

, cigarette smoking was concentrated among less-educated and less-wealthy men [education-related inequalities: RC


-0.123 (95% CI: -0.161 to -0.084) and AC


-0.086 (-0.114 to -0.059) and wealth-related inequalities: $RC_n = 0.091 (-0.130 to -0.052)$ and AC
-0.064 (-0.092 to -0.037) and women [education-related inequalities: RC -0.475 (-0.578 to -0.372) and AC -0.040 (-0.049 to -0.031) and wealth-related inequalities: RC -0.249 (-0.355 to -0.143) and AC -0.021 (-0.030 to -0.012)]. Similarly, illicit drug use was more concentrated among less-educated and poor men.

In contrast, the estimated the RCn and ACs suggested that alcohol consumption and hookah smoking were more prevalent among highly-educated and wealthier men, as illustrated by the positive values of RC and AC for alcohol consumption [education-related inequalities: RCn 0.068 (0.021–0.117) and wealth-related inequalities: ACn 0.059 (0.037–0.082) and hookah smoking (RCn 0.126 (0.063–0.190) and ACn 0.026 (0.010–0.043)). The RCn and ACn suggested that hookah smoking was more prevalent among highly-educated and less-wealthy women, albeit the observed socioeconomic-related inequalities were not found to be significant.

Figure 1 shows the concentration curves for cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption for men. The curves for alcohol consumption and hookah smoking lie below the line of perfect equality; indicating that alcohol consumption and hookah smoking were concentrated mainly among socioeconomically advantaged (higher WI and more-educated) men. The concentration curves for cigarette smoking and illicit drug use lie below the equality line, indicating the concentration of these variables among higher-SES men.

Figure 2 illustrates the concentration curves for cigarette smoking and hookah smoking among women. The curves for cigarette smoking lies above the line of perfect equality. This implies that cigarette smoking is more concentrated among poor SES women. On the contrary, the concentration curve for hookah smoking lies below the equality line when it was generated based on the education level of women, which shows that hookah smoking was concentrated among higher-educated women.

Discussion

The financial and nonfinancial burdens of substance use such as tobacco use, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption are significant on health systems and societies as a whole. Although some studies have examined socioeconomic-related inequalities in risky health behaviour such as smoking and alcohol consumption in some countries, the association between SES and substance use in the Islamic Republic of Iran is poorly documented. In this study, for the first time, we examined education- and wealth-related inequalities in cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption among adults aged 35–65 years old in Kermanshah Province in the west of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Our results revealed that cigarette smoking was concentrated among poor and less-educated men and women. These findings are consistent with studies conducted in other countries (18–20). For example, studies in Belgium in 2004 and 2008 suggested that the prevalence of smoking was 4.6 times higher among less-educated men compared to their more-educated counterparts (21). Corsi and colleagues (22) have investigated the socioeconomic pattern of smoking behaviour in Canada, which indicated a higher smoking rate among poor people. Barreto and colleagues (23) found that the probability of smoking was higher among low-income and less-educated individuals in Brazil. Moreover, Nagelhout and colleagues (20) showed that socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals were more likely to be smokers in the Netherlands. The negative association between smoking and education level may be explained by the fact that less-educated people have less information about the adverse effects of cigarette smoking and have less access to effective tobacco control programmes. Since cigarette smoking is mainly concentrated among less-educated and poor men and women, smoking prevention and cessation interventions should focus on these groups in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Our results showed that alcohol consumption and hookah smoking were more prevalent among higher-SES men. We did not estimate socioeconomic-related inequalities for alcohol consumption for women because of the low number of alcohol users in the sample (4; 0.1% of women). This finding is consistent with studies conducted in other countries. For example, Patrick and colleagues (24) suggested that there was a significant positive association between higher SES and alcohol consumption among young American adults after controlling for covariates. Another study by Chartistoni and colleagues (25) showed a positive association between SES and alcohol consumption in Switzerland. Combes and colleagues (26) investigated the pattern of alcohol consumption among different SES groups in Sweden and found that alcohol consumption was more concentrated among individuals with higher SES. Higher rates of alcohol consumption were also observed among higher-SES individuals in Mexico (27) and Brazil (28). The main factors accounting for alcohol consumption vary from one region to another. The consumption of alcohol is considered to be against the religious norm in Islamic countries such as the Islamic Republic of Iran. Although sale and consumption of alcohol have been illegal in the Islamic Republic of Iran since the 1979 revolution, it is common to drink alcohol at some ceremonies and parties. Because of the illegality of alcohol consumption, alcoholic beverages are expensive in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Thus, one of the factors that explains the positive association between SES and alcohol consumption in the Islamic Republic of Iran is the affordability of alcohol by higher-SES individuals. The positive association between the ability to pay of individuals and drunkenness has been observed in previous studies (29,30). For example, a study by Mohammad Poorasl et al. (31) found that higher SES was associated with higher alcohol consumption in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Our results indicated a higher prevalence of illicit drug use among lower-SES men compared with women. We did not estimate socioeconomic-related inequalities for illicit drug use for women because of the low number of female illicit drug users in the sample (9; 0.4% of women). A study conducted by Redonnet et al. (32) indicated that the prevalence of substance use was higher among individuals with low SES in France. A study conducted by Amin-Esmaili et al. (33) in the Islamic Republic of Iran also indicated an inverse association between SES and drug use disorders among individuals aged 15–65 years. Another study in the Islamic Republic of Iran also found that the probability of drug use is greater in individuals with low compared with high SES (34).

Our results also showed that hookah smoking was more concentrated among highly educated and wealthy men in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Although we observed that hookah smoking was more prevalent among highly educated and less-wealthy women, these socioeconomic inequalities were not found to be statistically significant. Several factors may explain the positive SES gradient of hookah smoking among Iranian men. The most common reasons could be erroneous beliefs about its low risks among the high-SES population. There is a common belief among the general population that hookah smoking is less addictive. This erroneous belief and high social acceptability (35) may have led to higher hookah smoking among more-affluent men because of their higher ability to pay. In a population-based study in Shiraz, Islamic Republic of Iran, Abdollahifard et al. (36) demonstrated a higher prevalence of hookah smoking among individuals with more years of education compared with those with fewer years of education (13.2% vs 11.9%).

Hessami et al. (37) also indicated that a higher prevalence of hookah smoking among well-educated young adults in the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Our study investigated education- and wealth-related inequalities in tobacco use, alcohol consumption and drug use among Iranians Kurds. The results suggested a higher level of cigarette smoking and illicit drug use among less-educated and less-wealthy individuals, whereas hookah smoking and alcohol consumption were more prevalent among higher-SES individuals. These results suggest that health policies and interventions to reduce the prevalence of substance use in the west of the Islamic Republic of Iran should focus on low-SES groups. In contrast, high-SES adults should be the target for reducing the prevalence of hookah smoking and alcohol consumption. Increasing awareness about adverse health effects of hookah smoking is recommended.

Our study had some limitations that should be considered in the interpretation of the results. First, information about substance use was self-reported, which could have caused recall bias and under-reporting of cigarette smoking, hookah smoking, illicit drug use and alcohol consumption. Under-reporting of substance use can be due to stigma and concerns about privacy. Second, this study was conducted in Ravansar County, in the west of the Islamic Republic of Iran; therefore, findings from this study may not be generalizable to other parts of the country.

Conclusion

This study demonstrated that there are education- and wealth-related inequalities in tobacco, alcohol and illicit drug use among adults in the west of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Thus, it is recommended that future studies should aim to identify the determinants of these inequalities to design interventions to reduce prevalence of substance use in Kermanshah Province and in the Islamic Republic of Iran as a whole.
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